Unlock the benefits
of DevOps
VIP 360°
VIP’s 360° approach is applied
to code and operational
maintenance, providing
stakeholder visibility into
system development,
addressing technical
debt early and often, and
creating frequent highquality potentially shippable
increments of software.
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Savvy business leaders know that creating a culture that emphasizes continuous collaboration and communication between development and operations
through the software development lifecycle delivers far more business value to
the end user. Open, continuous collaboration gives organizations the agility to
adapt to the needs of the business as they evolve over time.

What’s holding you back?
We’re all working towards the same goal, but often a lack of visibility and
communication across development, quality assurance and operations teams
hinders success. Dispersed groups use different terminology, methodologies
and processes, adding additional layers of complexity. On top of it all, competing budget needs and a lack of resources makes it difficult to build a case for
efficiency improvements.
Visionary Integration Professionals understands the challenges and bottlenecks organizations face when it comes to DevOps. As a result, we have
developed a thoughtful and deliberate integration of DevOps processes and
selected Agile methods that can be implemented based on your organization’s maturity, size and tolerance over time to help increase your technology’s
speed to market. We call it VIP 360°. VIP 360° integrates selected systems
in a step-wise manner, exploiting operational tempo to gain maximum system
penetration into the daily operations.
VIP 360° promotes emergent design and waste elimination, and integrates
continuous quality assurance monitoring and accelerated delivery; not accepting one without the others. Our experts look at the work bottom up, optimizing
from the first line of code to the final system or application.. Then we step back
and view the entire system as a component in a larger system that integrates
seamlessly. VIP 360° delivers value and reduces risk through horizontal and
vertical alignment.
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Evaluation of existing processes and tools with advisory services
Strategic planning for implementing a new DevOps SDLC process
and maintaining it
Strategic staffing with DevOps experienced team members to keep
the project going and mentor staff on how to maintain the pace
Implementation or integration of existing tools to manage the process
Custom status reports of business leaders and stakeholders

